
	        God is Good Gamez: May 2020 Update    		   

	 	     

	 	        Coronavirus slows activity but not resolve.


After much effort in January establishing some home GIGG gatherings, February 
and March saw two round into shape.  The weekly home gathering at Dayton Mobile Home 
community is so sweet because the relationship building of trust continues as it has for over 5 
years.  A bi-weekly home gathering in Brooklyn Center is maintaining relationships as well.  Playing 
‘virtual’ Yahtzee and praying on April/May Saturdays has been joyful as well.  My mom said, “You 
don’t realize how much you miss interaction until you don’t have it!”


Resuming gatherings in ‘summer’ feels beyond intrusive and unnecessary.  Over reaction by some 
of our ‘leaders’ against deadly pandemics compared to under reaction to other causes of death is 
suspicious at best.  It is curious that even during the shut down, when thousands die annually from 
misuse of alcohol, access to alcohol has flowed hindrance free.  Where is the talk of ‘flattening the 
curve’ of death due to the lucrative peddling of cancer causing alcohol and cigarettes?  DWIs 
threaten every demographic.  Fentanyl kills thousands weekly, yet the alarm in media is negligible.  


	 	 	 	 Please visit www.GodisGoodGamez.com to:


1:  Discover what God is Good Gamez is all about and pray along with us.


	 2:  Access all the latest blog entries, updates and podcasts.


	 	 3:  Provide valuable feedback and submit prayer requests.


	 	 	 4:  Submit points for your family & check standings. (Double Points in Q2)


	 	 	 	 5:  Provide help.  (Regular $5: USA exp. &  $5: India. Helps huge!!) 


We value all communication so call or text 763-227-5507 or email dblcookies@gmail.com or mail 
to God is Good Gamez, 12530 74th Ave N, Maple Grove, MN 55369.  Thank you so much.


Remember participation is just another name for “trust” because when we access anything, we 
believe in it.  ‘Picking up a quarter on the street’ is an example of trust.  No belief in the benefit;  No 
action:  Tracking points is a tool which encourages repeat trust actions that bring impact forever.


Excerpts of words from one participant.  “Tracking points for God is Good Gamez has astonished 
me!  Inside I feel a sense of ‘wow’.  Jesus has helped me with so many encouragements for 
obeying and comforts thru shock and dismay.  Reviewing my points before submitting has 
reminded me of help from Jesus in a host of things I had forgotten due to daily pressures of life 
crowding in.  Originally I thought ‘God is Good Gamez has nothing to do with me’.  With deep 
thankful laughter, now I declare with enthusiasm, ‘Not so!’”    ~ So encouraging to hear ~    


  *** Your participation, prayers and help of any ‘size’ are beyond significant to our Savior. ***
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